
Businesses should be addressing
the cloud architecture design from
the perspective of the application. 

Taking a ‘top-down’ application led
review, NTT helps with creating a
roadmap to move applications into
the public cloud with an end-to-end
transformation strategy based on
business and technical criteria. 

Therefore, when a client doesn't
have enough visibility of their
applications to understand how to
move them, NTT offers an
application discovery workshop or
deep-dive sprints within this Cloud
Transformation Plan engagement. 

Decide how to optimize
applications before migrating to
the public cloud 

Cloud Transformation Plan
Cloud Consulting Services

Outcome Benefits

Analysis from the application
perspective

Identifying optimum strategies for migrating
to public cloud

Effectively build the business case and
transformation plan based on optimizing
effectively for public cloud

Take advantage of public cloud features such
as Auto-Scaling, PaaS, Serverless and many
other ‘as a service’ features.

Gain insights into your target
cloud deployments and
architectures 

Consult Plan Execute
Operate &
Optimize

NTT's  has a proven framework which all services follow to
provide a standardized approach.  

Encourages best practice
adoption by taking a cloud-native
approach

Creating a cohesive plan to accelerate our clients’ Cloud Transformation
 

Realise the benefits of the public cloud including
faster innovation, agility, and cost efficiency.  

The service is delivered by a
group of qualified

consultants, supported by our
global Cloud Transformation
Practice to ensure consistent

quality, approach &
knowledge sharing around the

globe.



NTT holds the top level of Managed Cloud partnership with
Microsoft, as well as world class, Global Data Center, Network
& Managed Services capabilities. We also hold the highest
accreditations in security & compliance. 

How do we deliver?

*

What's in the service? 

Get in touch

If you would like to know
more about our Cloud
Migration services and
sprints, please speak to your
client manager or contact us
at hello.global.ntt

Review the engagement,
stakeholders, planning,
outcomes, preliminary

information needed to prepare
the first batch of workshops and

next steps 

Introduction & Kick-off Cloud Foundations

Review the current IT
footprint: governance

foundations, networking
strategy, security and

compliance requirements
and operational model.

On a per application basis:
Review application and propose
a best fit for the cloud, identify
application evolution based on

the 6R’s model, iterate on all
applications under scope in

several sprints

Application Assessments
 
 

Generate Transformation
Plan

 
 

After all application
assessments are clear,

propose the full transformation
plan together with all relevant

recommendations around
governance, operations and

SDLC.
 

Application Assessment (per application)
Analysis of application as-is to gain an understanding of the business
context and criticality technical architecture, infrastructure,
dependencies, environments and software lifecycle.
Understanding of in flight and future business and technical projects
Considerations made to the migration approach and options based on
the 6R’s methodology.
A target design state will be reviewed for each application with
considerations made to defining repeatable patters where possible
A cloud transformation is developed over time, organizing the
application migrations into waves based on a number of factors
including related dependencies and business operational risks and
impacts.

If the client has a few applications, a high-level discovery planning sprint
may run first to make initial choices about the logical groups and order in
which deeper transformation planning sprints are run.


